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CERTAIN SUBGROUPS OF HOMOTOPY GROUPS

OF A TRANSFORMATION GROUP

Moo HA Woo AND YEON SOO YOON

Introduction.

F. Rhodes [8J introduced the homotopy groups of a transformation group
(X, e) as a generalization of the homotopy groups of a topological space
X. D. H. Gottlieb [3J introduced the evaluation subgroups of the homotopy
groups of a topological space.

In this paper, the concepts of certain subgroups of the homotopy groups
of a space are generalized to those of the certain subgroups of the homotopy
groups of a transformation group (X, e).

In section 1, we define and study the evaluation subgroup E (X, .To, e) of
the fundamental group of a transformation group. The relation bet\veen
evaluation maps from mapping space Xx to X and E (X, xo, e) is examined
and it is shown that the evaluation subgroup is an invariant of the homo
topy type of the transformation group. In addition a theorem on the evalu
ation subgroup of the product of two transformation groups is proved and
the representation of E (X, .To, e) in terms of Gottlieb's group e (X, .To) is
investigated.

In section 2, the evaluation subgroups En (X, :ro, e) of the homotopy gro
ups of a transformation group are defined and some results on E (X, .:ro, e)
extend immediately to En (X, xo, e).

Next, we construct a subgroup en (X, :ro, G) of En (X, xo, e) which is
abelian (in fact, the subgroup of the center of the homotopy group of a
transformation group). Finally, we show that if (X, G) is a H-transform
ation group, then GIl (X, XO, G) is equal to the homotopy group of a
transformation group.

1. The evaluation subgroup E (X, Xo, G).

Let (X, G) he a transformation group, where X is a topological space
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with Xo as a base point. Given any element g of G, a path I 01 order g
with base-point Xo is a continuous map I: 1---+X such that 1(0) =Xo and
1(1) =gxo. A path 11 of order gl and a path 12 of order g2 give rise to a
path 11+gd2 of order gIK2 defined by the equations

(/l+gd2) (s) 11 (2s), 0::;;s::;;I/2
(/l+gl/2) (s)=gd2(2s-I), 1/2::;;s::;;1.

Two paths I and I' of the same order g are said to be homotopic if there
is a continuous map F : 12---+X such that

F(s, 0) -/(s), O::;;s::;;I,
F(s, 1) I' (s), O::;;s:S:I,
F(O, t) =Xo, O:S:t:S:I,
F(I, t) =gxo, O:S:t:S:I.

The homotopy class of a path I of order g was denoted by [f;gJ. Two
homotopy classes of paths of different orders gl and g2 are distinct, even
if glXO=g;zXO' F. Rhodes showed that the set of homotopy classes of paths
of prescribed order with the rule of composition * is a groUp. where * is
defined by [fl;glJ* [/2;g2J=[/l+gd2;glg2J. This group was denoted by
U (X, Xo, G), and was called the fundamental group of (X, G) with base
point Xo-

In [2J, a homotopy H: XX1---+X is called a cyclic homotopy if
H(x, 0) =H(x, 1) =x.

This concept of a topological space is generalized to that of a transformation
group. A continuous map H: XX1---+X is called a homotopy of order g if

H(x, 0) =x, H(x, 1) =gx,
where g is an element of G. In another notation, ht is a homotopyof order
g if ho=lx and hl=g, where Ix denotes the identity map of X. If ht i~ a
homotopy of order g, then the path I: I---+X such that I(t) =ht(xo) will be
called the trace 01 ht• The trace is a path of order g. In particular, if the
acting group G is trivial, then the ho~otopy of order g is the cyclic homo
topy which was defined by D. H. Gottlieb in [2].

DEFINITION. Let E(X, xo, G) be the set of all elements [f: g]EU(X,
xo, G) such that I is the trace of a homotopy of order g, where gE G.

For every [f: gJEE(X, xo, G), there is at least one homotopy F: XX1---+
X of order g with trace I', where [I' : gJ=[/: gJ. We shall always assume
that representations of homotopy classes in E(X, xo, G) are traces of homo
topy of prescribed order.

THEOREM 1.1. E(X, Xo. G) is a subgroup of u(X, xo, G).

Proof. Let [/1 : glJ and [f2: g2J be any two elements of E(X. xo, G).
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Let ht and kt be the homotopies of order gh g2 with trace f1 and f2
respectively. Define a homotopy rt : X~X such that rt(x) =h2t (x) for O:S::t
:S::1/2andrt(x)=glk2t-1(X) for I/2:5:t:5:1. Then we have ro(x)=x and
r1 (x) = glg2 (x). The trace of rt is the path f1 +gd2 of order glg2. Hence
[f1 : glJ *[f2 : g2J = [f1 +gd2 : glg2J E E (X, xo, G).

If [f: g JE E (X, Xo. G), then there exists a homotopy ht of order g such
that ho=lx and h1=g and ht(xo) =f(t). If we take a homotopy h't=
g-lh1- t : X~X, then h'o=l x and h'l=g-l. Since g-1jp is the trace of h't,
[f: gJ-1=[g-lfp : gJ belongs to E(X, xo, G).

Note that [f: gJ may have two homotopies of order g which are not
homotopic.

THEOREM 1. 2. Let X be a pathwise connected C W-complex. If f is the
trace of a homotopy H of order g and [I' : gJ = [f : gJ, then there exists a

homotopy H' of order g with trace f' such that H' is homotopic to H.

Proof. Let J: IXI~X be a homotopy such that J(s, 0) =f(s) , J(s, 1)
= I' (s) and J(O, t) =Xo, J(l, t) =gxo. Let L be the subcomplex of XXI
given by (XXO) U (XXI) U (xoXI). Define a partial homotopy of H on L
as follows; kt : L~X such that kt(x, 0) =x, kt(x, 1) =gx, kt(xo, s) =J(s, t).
By the AHEP, there exists a homotopy k t : XXI~X such that ko=H, kt/L
=kt. Then k 1 : XXI~X is a homotopy of order g with trace f'.

In [8J, F. Rhodes showed that if A is a path from Xo to Xl> then A
induces an isomorphism A*: a(X, xo, G)-ta(X, Xl> G) such that A*[f: gJ

= [Ap+f+gA : g].

THEOREM 1. 3. Assume that X is a pathwise connected C W-complex. If A.
is a path from Xo to Xl> then A induces an isomorphism A*: E (X, xo, G)~
E(X, Xl> G).

Proof. Since A* is 1-1, all we must show is that A* (E (X, xo, G» c
E (X, Xl> G). Let [f: g JE E (X, xo, G). Then there exists a homotopy H:
XXI~X of order g with trace f. By the homotopy extension property,
there is a homotopy J: XXI~X such that J(x, 0) =x and J(Xl> t) =Ap(t).
Define K : XXI~X by

K(x, t) = \J(X, 3t), 0:5:t:5:1/3
H(J(x, 1), 3t-I), 1/3:5:t:5:2/3
gJ(x,3(I-t», 2/3:S::t:5:1.

Now K is a homotopy of order g such that K(xl> t) = (Ap+f+gA) (t). So
A.*[!: gJ=[Ap+f+gA : gJ EE(X, Xl> G).

In [2J, D. H. Gottlieb defined a subgroup G(X, xo) of Jr1 (X, xo). If we
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take a map i*: G(X, xo)-E(X, xo, G) such that i*[!J=[f: e], then we
can identify G (X, xo) as a subgroup of E (X, xo, G).

THEOREM 1.4. G(X, xo) is a normal subgroup of E(X, xo, G).

Proof. Clearly G(X, xo) is a subgroup of E (X, xo, G). Let [f: gJ be
any element of E(X, xo, G) and let [a: e] be any element of G(X, xo).
Then there exist a homotopy H: XXI-X of order g with trace! and a
cyclic homotopy K: XXI-X such that K(xo, t) =a(t). Define F: XXI-X
by

F(x, t) = lH(X, 3t), O:S:t:S:l/3
gK(x,3t-I), l/3:S:t-::;'2/3
H(x,3-3t), 2/3S;t-::;'1

Then F is a cyclic homotopy such that F(xo, t) = (f+ga+fp) (t). So [f
: g]*[a : e]*[f: g]-l=[!+ga+!p : e]EG(X, xo). Thus G(X, xo) is a

normal subgroup of E (X, xo, G).

In [8J. a category mapping (<p, cjJ) : (X, G)-(Y, H) consists of a contin
uous map qJ: X - Y and a homomorphism cjJ: G-H such that qJ (gx) =

(cfi(g» (qJ(x».
Let (X, G, ']C) be a transformation group. Let Xx be the space of contin

uous mappings from X to X with compact-open topology. Define 'JC' : Xx X
G-+Xx by ']CI(f, g) =gf. where (gf) (x) =1& (f(x) , g) and gEG, fEXx.
Then ']Cl is well-defined and continuous. Since ']Cl (f, e) =e! ! and ']Cl (']C'
(!, h), g)=']C'(hf, g) =']CI(f, gh), where e is the unit element of G and g,
hEG and fEXX, (XX, G, ']Cl) is a transformation group. Let p : XX_X he
the evaluation p(f) -f(xo). Assume that X is a locally compact. Then the
evaluation map p is continuous. Since p(gf) =gf(xo) =g(f(xo» =gp(f),
where gEG andfEXx, p= (p, la) : (XX, G)-(X, G) is a category mapping.
Thus p* : u(XX, lx, G)-u(X, xo, G) is a homomorphism by h[f;gJ=[pf;
g].

REMARK. There is a natural homeomorphism between the space of maps
(XX)I and XXXI given by ifJ: (XX)I_XX><I such that ifJ(f)(x, s) = (f(s»(x)
for xEX and sEl. Note that jr-4' iff ifJ(f)"'ifJ(i').

Because of the following theorem. E (X, xo, G) is called the evaluation
subgroup of (X, G).

THEOREM 1. 5. Let X be a pathwise connected CW-complex. Then p*u(XX,
lx, G) = E (X, xo, G).

Proof. By the remark, the path f: I-XX of order g with baSe point lx
corresponds to the homotopy ifJ(f) : XXI-X of order g. Since pof(t) =
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(J(t» (xo) =,p(J) (xo, t), pof=,p(J) 11. For every element [f: g] E a (XX,
lx, G), h[f: g] = [pof : g] and there exists a homotopy ,p(J) of order g
whose trace equals pof. Thus p*[f: g]cE(X,xo, G). Conversely, for
each element [f: g] of E(X, IO' G), there exists a homotopy F : XXI~X
of order g with trace f. Then ,p-1 (F) is a path of order g with base point
Ix in Xx. 80[,p-1 (F) : g] belongs to a (XX, lx, G) but poifJ-1 (F) (s) = (9-1

(F) (s» (xo) =F(xo, s) =f(s). Therefore [f: g]EP*O"(XX, lx, G).

A category mapping (<p, <jJ) : (X, G)~ (Y, H) has a right homotopy inverse
if there is a category mapping (<p', 9') : (Y, H)~ (X, G) such that <p<p' is
homotopic to ly.

THEOREM 1. 6. Suppose that X is a pathwise connected space and Y is a
pathwise connected C W-complex. If (<p, <jJ) : (X, G)~ (Y, H) has a right
homotopy inverse (<P',9'): (Y, H)~ (X, G), then (<p, <jJ) * (E (X, xo, G» c
E(Y, <pxo, H).

Proof. Choose a base point Xo in X, and let qJXo=yo, 9'YO=Xl and qJX1
=Yl' Let [f: g] EE(X, Xo, G) and let H: XXI~X be a homotopy of order
g with trace f. Define a map K: YXI->Yby K(y,t)=<pH(qJ'(y),t). Then
K(y, 0) =<pqJ'(y), K(y, 1) = (<jJg) (qJqJ'(y» and K(yo, t) =qJH(x17 t). Since qJqJ'

is homotopic to ly, there is a homotopy J: YXI~Y such that J(y, 0) =

qJqJ'(y) and J(y, 1) =y. Define a homotopy T: YXI~Y by
T(y, t) = \J(y, 1-3t), 0:S::t:S::1/3

K(y,3t-1), 1/3:S::t:S::2/3
<jJgJ(y,3t-2), 2/3:S::t:S::1.

Then T is a homotopy of order cjJg on Y. Let a : I~ Y be the path given
by a (t) =J(yo, t) and let -r be the trace of T at yo. Then -r (t) = T(yo, t) =
(ap+qJH(xh) +cjJga) (t). Let A be a path from Xo to Xl' Define a map P :
IXI-> Y by pes, t) =qJH(Ap(t), s). Then pes, 0) =qJH(Xh s), pes, 1) =qJf(s)
and P(O, t) = <pAp (t), P(l, t) = <j'gqJAp (t). Define Q : IXI~ Y by

Q(s, t) = rqJAP(2s), O:S::s:S:: 1~t

J p (4S+2t-Z 1-t) 1-t < < t+3

I 3t+ l ' , 2 _s - 4

<jJgqJA(4s-3), t~3 :S::s:S::l

Then Q is a homotopy with fixed end-points from qJAp+<pf+cjJgqJA to
<pH(Xh)' Thus [-r: cjJg] = [ap+qJH(x17 ) +cjJga : cjJg] = [ap+qJAp+<pf+epgqJA
+epga: cjJg]=[(<pA+a)p: e]*[<pf: epg]*[qJA+a: e]. Since [-r: cjJg]EE(Y,

Yo, H) and qJA+a is a loop at Yo, we obtain [<pf: cjJgJ= ((qJA+a)p)*[-r : sbgJ
EE(Y, Yo, H). Thus (qJ, cjJ) *(E(X, xo, G» cE(Y, Yo, H).
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Let (<p, </J) : (X, G)- (Y, H) be a category mappping. We say that (<p, </J)
has a left homotopy inverse if there is a category map (<p', </J') : (Y, H)
(X, G). such that <p'<p is homotopic to Ix.

THEOREM 1.7. If (<p, </J) : (X, G)-(Y, H) has a left homotopy inverse
(<p'</J') : (Y,H)-(X, G), then (<p,</J)*[j: gJEE(Y,Yo.H) implies that [f:
g] EE(X, xo, G) where <p(xo) =Yo-

Proof. Since (<p,</J)*[j:gJ=[<Pf:</JgJEE(Y,yo,H), there exists a
homotopy of order </Jg, K: YXI-Y, such that K(y,O)=y, K(y, 1) = (</Jg)y
and K(yo, t) = <pf(t). Define a homotopy H: XXI-X by H(x, t) =<p'K(<p
(x), t). Then H(x, 0) =qI<p (x) , H(x, 1) = (<jJ'</Jg) (<p'<p) (x) and H(xo, t) =<p'<p
Jet). Since <p'<p"-'lx, there is a homotopy J: XXI-X such that J(x, 0) =
<p'<p(x)and J(x, 1) =x. Define a homotopy T: XXI-X by

T(x, t) = IJ(X, 1-3t), 0s"t~1/3
H(x, 3t-l), l/3~t~2/3

J(gx, 3t-2), 2/3~t~1.

Then T is a homotopy of order g on X. Let a : I-X be the path given
by aCt) =J(xo, t) and let 7: be the trace of T at xo. Then 7:(t) = T(xo, t)
= (ap+<p'<pj+J(gxo,) )Ct). Define a homotopy P: IXI-X by pes, t) =
J(f(s),t). Then P(s,O)=<p'<pf(s),P(s,I)-j(s) and P(O,t)=a(t) and P
(1, t) =J(gxo, t). Define Q: IXI-X by

Q(s, t) = ap(2s), O~s~ 1
2

t

p(4s+2t-2 t) 1-t < < t+3
3t+l ' , 2 _s_ 4

J(gxo,4s-3), t~3 ~s::;l

Then Q is a homotopy with fixed end points from ap+<p'<pj+J(gxo,) to
f. Thus [1: : g]=[ap+<p'{Of+J(gxo,) : gJ=[f: g]EE(X, xo, G).

In [8J, two transformation groups (X, G) and (Y, H) are said to be of
the same homotopy type if there e:x:i.st category maps

«(fJ, </J) : (X, G)-(Y, H) and (q;'</J') : (Y, H)-(X, G) such that </J and if/
are isomorphisms and <p'<p and <p<p' are homotopic to the identity maps of X
and Y, respectively.

THEOREM 1. 8. Suppose that X is a pathwise connected and Y is a pathwise
connected CW-complex. Ij (q;, </J) : (X, G)-(Y, H) is a homotopy equivalence,
then (<p, </J)* carries E(X,.xo, G) isomorphically onto E(Y, q;xo. H).

Proof. Choose a base point Xo in X, and let q;xo=yo. In [8J, it was
proved that if (<p, </J) : (X, G) - (Y, H) is a homotopy equivalence, then
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(9, 1;) * : (J (X, xo, G) ~(J (Y, Yo, H) is an isomorphism. Thus we need to show
that (9, 1;)* (E(X, xo, G» =E(Y, Yo, H).

By Theorem 1. 6, (9, 1;) * E (X, xo, G) e E (Y, Yo, H) and by Theorem 1. 7,
(9,1;) *-lE(Y, Yo, H) eE(X, xo, G). So (9,1;) * E(X, xo, G) =E(Y, Yo, H).

THEOREM 1. 9. Let (X, G) and (Y, H) be transformation groups, and let
X and Y are pathwise connected CW-complexes. Then E(XX Y, (xo, Yo),
GXH) ~E(X, xo, G) EijE(Y, Yo, H).

Proof. Let Z=XX Y and Zo= (xo, Yo). In [8J, there eixsts an isomorphism
0*: (J(X,xo, G)Eij(J(Y,Yo,H)~(Z,zo,GXH) such that 0* ([fx : g], [fy: h])
= [OUx, fy) : (g, h)] where

OUx,fy) = {(fxC2t) , Yo), O:S:t:S:l/2
(gxo,fy (2t -1», 1/2:S: t:S: 1

Note that 0*-1 : (J(Z, zo, GXH)~(J(X, xo, G) Eij(J(Y, Yo, H) is an isomorphism
such that O*-l([f: (g,h)])=(9x,P1)*[f: (g,h)JEij(9,}"Pz)*[f: (g,h)],
where PI and P z are the projections of GXH onto G and H respectively
and 9x and 9 y are the projections of Z onto X and Y respectively.
Now O*-IE(Z,zo,GXH)eE(X,xo,G)EijE(Y,Yo,H) as may readily be seen
by noting that projections (~')x, PI) and (q;y, P 2 ) have right homotopy inverse
respectively and applying Theorem 1. 6. On the other hand, let [fx: gJ
and [fy: h] be elements of E(X, xo, G) and E(Y, Yo, H) respectively. Now
O*([fx: gJ, [fy: h])=[()(fx,fy) : (g,h)]. Since [fx: g]EE(X,xo, G) and
[fy: h]EE(Y, Yo, H), there exist homotopies H: XXI~X and K : YXI~Y
of order g and h with traces fx and f y respectively. Let J: XX YXI~

XX Y be defined as follows;
J(x, Y, t) = {H(x, 2t), O:S:t:S: 1/2

(gx, K(y, 2t-l», 1/2:S:t:S:1.
It can easily be verified that J is a homotopy of order (g, h) on Xx Y
with trace OCfx,fy). Hence O*([fx: g], [fy: hJ)=[O(fx,fy) : (g,h)]EE

(Z, zo, GXH). So O*(E(X, xo, G) EijE(Y, Yo, H» cE(Z, zo, GXH).

Let (X, G) be a transformation group and M be the path component of
the space of maps from X to X containing the identity map. Let Go=MnG.
Then Go is a subgroup of G, and E(X, xo, G) is a subgroup of (J(X, xo, Go).
A family K= {kg: gEGo} of paths in X is said to be a family of preferred

traces at Xo if for each element g of Go, kg is the trace of a homotopy of
order g, if ke,,-,xo', and if for every pair of elements gl, gz of Go, kg,g,"-'

kg,+glkg,. However, if the group Go is free then for every generator g,
the trace kg of a homotopy of order g can be chosen by kg(t) =cjJ(k) (xo, t),
where k is a path from Ix to g in Xx and cjJ is a natural homeomorphism
from (XX) I to XXxI. The equation kg,g,=kg,+g,kg, can then be used to
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define a family of preferred traces at xo.

THEOREM 1. 10. Let (X, G) admits a family of preferred traces at Xo.
Then E(X, xo, G) =G(X, xoH£>Go, where G(X, xo) is the Gottlieb group.

Proof. Define a map j: E(X, Xo. G)-"'G by j([f: g]) =g. For every
gEGo, there exists a path k from Ix to g in Xx and ifJ(k) is a homotopyof
order g with trace pok. So [pok : g]EE(X, xo, G). On the other hand, let
[f : g] E E (X, xo, G). Then there exists a homotopy H of order g with
trace f and ifJ-l(H) is a path from Ix to g in Xx. So gEGo. Thus j is

an epimorphism. Then there exists a short exact sequence O-"'G(X, xo)!....

E(X, xo, G)~Go-"'O. Let p : Go-",E(X., Xo. G) be given by peg) = [kg : g].
Then p is a homomorphism and joP=lGo•

COROLLARY 1. 11. If (X, G) admits a family of preferred traces at Xo and
G is abelian, then E(X, Xl}, G) is an abelian subgroup of u(X, xo, G).

2. AbeIiaB. suhgroups in homotopy group a" (X, Xo, G).

In [9J, the homotopy groupsu,,(X, xo, G) of a transformation group eX,
,G) are defined. By identifying corresponding points on all but the first pair
of opposite faces of the cube I" we obtain as a quotient space the n-dimen
.sional cylinder C". It will be convenient to use the notation ii=ti(mod 1),
C"= {(th t2, ..., i,,)} O:::;;ti:::;;l}. H r<n,a map f: Cr-",X gives rise to a map
p' : C"-",X defined by f"(th i2> .••, i,,) f(t}, i 2, •••, ir). A continuous map
f: C"---+X is called a map of C" of order g if f(O, i 2••• , i,,) =Xo and f(l, i2>
•.•, i,,) =gxo. The homotopy group u,,(X, xo, G) is the group of homotopy
classes of maps of C" of prescribed order with a rule of composition. For
a map f of Ca of order g, a continuous map H: XXC"-",X will be called
tm associated map fqr f if H(:.c, 0,12, ••• , i,,) =:.c, H(x, 1, i2> •••, i,,) = gx and
H(xo- t1> i2, •••, i,,) f(t1> i2, ••• , i,,). We can define the n-th evaluation subgroup
E,,(X, xo, G) of u,,(X, xo, G) as follows; E,,(X, xo, G) = {[f: g]EU,,(X, xo,
G) If has an associated map} '. Some results on E(X, xo, G) extend immedi
ately to E,,(X, Xo. G). That is, E,,(X, xo, G) is a subgroup of u,,(X, xo. G)
and if A is a path from Xo to Xh then A induces an isomorphism A* : E.
(X, Xl}, G)-"'E" (X, Xh G) by A*[f: g]=[A"p"+f+gAn : g], where X is a
pathwise connected CW-complex. Clearly p* (u,,(XX, lx, G» =En (X, Xo, G)
where p: XX-",X is the evaluation p(f)=f(xo). Also, the n-th evaluation
~ubgroup is an invariant of homotopy type in the category of transformation
groups.

We have not been able to answer whether E,,(X, xo, G) is an abelian
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subgroup of (l" (X. xc, G) or not. However, we can construct a subgroup of
E,,(X, xc, G) which is an abelian (in fact, the subgroup of the center of
(l,,(X, xc, G».

From now G will be an abelian group. Let (X, G, n) be a transformation
group and n': XXC"XG~XXCn be defined by n'((x,t1>t2' ... ,t,,),g)=((n
(x,g), (t1'[2""'["»' Then (XXC",G,n') is a transformation group. A
continuous map H: XXC"~X is called a homomorphism at Xo of order g if
H(x, 0, [2, ... , [,,) =x, H(x, 1, [2, ... , t,,) =gx and H(g'xc, t), t2' ... , t,,) =g'H(xo,
t1> t2, ... , t,,) for all g' E G. In this case, we define a map f: C,,~X such
that f(t1> t2' ... , t,,) =H(xo, t1> t2' "', t,,). Then f is called the trace of H.

DEFI~ITIO:'-J. Let G,,(X, xc, G) be the set of all elements [f: g]E(l,,(X,
xc, G) such that there exists a homomorphism at Xo of order g with trace

1.
THEOREM 2.1. G,,(X, xc, G) is a subgroup of (l,,(X, xc, G).

Proof. Let [f1 : gl] and [f2: g2] be any t\VO elements of G,,(X, xc, G).
Let F and H be the homomorphisms at Xo of order gl, g2 with trace f1
and f2 respectively. Define a map K : XXC,,~X by

K(x,t1>i2, ... ,t,,)={F(X,2t),i2, ... ,t,,), 0::;;t1s1/2
gl H (X, 2t t -l, [2, ... , [,,), 1/2::;;t1::;;1.

Then K is a hom:lmJrphism at Xo of order glg2 with trace f1 +gr!2. Thus
[f1: gl]*[f2: g2]=[f1+gr!2: glg2]EG,,(X,XO, G). Also [f1: gl]-lEG"
(X, xc, G) since [f1 : gl]-1=[gl-lf1P" : gl-l] and gl-lf1P" is the trace of

-IF( A A)gl X, I-tll t2, ... , t" .

Note that G,,(X, xc, G) is a subgroup of E,,(X, xc, G).

For [f: g]E(l,,(X,xo, G) and [f': g']E(lm(X,xO, G), a continuous map
F : Cm>(c,,~X is called a W-map of f for f' if

F( (0, S2, , srn), (tr, [2, , tn» = f(t1> [2, ... , tn)
F( (1, S2> , srn), (tr, [2, , tn» =g'f(tl. t2' , t,,)
F( (SI, S2, , srn), (0, [2, , t,,» = f' (S1> S20 , Srn)
F( (Sr, S2, .", Srn), 0, [2, , [,,» = gf' (Sr, S2' , Srn),
where (t), [2, ... , t,,) EC" and (SI, S2, ... , Sm) ECm.

DEFI;\IITIO:'-J. Let W,,(X, xc, G) be the set of all elements [f: g]E(l,,(X,
xc, G) such that for every m and for every [f' : g'] E (lm (X, xc, G), there
exists a W-map of f for f'.

THEORH1 2.2. W,,(X, xc, G) is a subgroup of (f,,(X, :ro, G).

Proof. Let [f1 : gl] and [f2: g2] be any two elements of W,,(X, xc, G)
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and for every m, let [f: g]EUm(X,XO, G). Let F and Hbe W-maps of
/1> f2 for f respectively.

Define K: CmXC"_X by

K( (SI> S2, ..., sm), (tl> t2' .••, t,,» = IF( (SI> $2, ••• , sm),
(2th t2' "', t,,», 0::;;t1::;;I/2

glH ( (SI> 92, •••, $m), (2t1 -1,
, t2,.··,t,,»,l/2::;;t1::;;1

Then K is a W-map of f1+gd2 for f. Thus [f1: gl]*[f2 : g2] = [f1+
gd2: glg2] E W,,(X, Xo, G). Also [f1 : gl]-lE W,,(X, Xo, G) since [f1: gl]-l
= [gl-lf1P" : gl-l]and gl-lF((Sh $2, ••• , $m), (l-th t2' ..., t,,» is a W-map of
gl-1f1P" for f.

THEOREM 2.3. G,,(X, Xo, G) is a subgroup of W,,(X, Xo, G).

Proof. Let [f1: gl]EG,,(X,XO' G) and for every m, let [f: g]EUm(X,
Xo, G). Let F : xxc,,-X be a homomorphism at Xo with trace f1' Define
K: CmXC"-X by K((Sh$2' ""sm), (tl>t2' ...,t,,»=F(f(Sh$2, ···,$m), (th t2'
...,i,,», Then K is a W-map of f1 for f. So [f1: gl]E W,,(X,xo, G).

THEOREM 2.4. W,,(X,xo,G)cZ(U,,(X,xo, G», the center of Un(X,xo, G).

Proof. Let [f: g] E W,,(X, xo, G) and [f' : g'] Eu,,(X, Xo, G). Let F: C"
XC,,-X be a W-map of f for 1'. Define a homotopy K: C"XI-X by

K((Sh S2' ...,S,,),t)=jf'(2" .. ) 0< < 1-tSh S2,""S" , _s_ 2

(F((I .. ..) (4s1+2t-2.. .. ))-t, S2, ..., S" , 3t+1 ' $2, ••• , $" ,

I-t < < t+3-2--S1--4-

gf'p"(4s1-3,S2, ""s,,), t~3 ::;;sl::;;l

The K is a homotopy with fixed end-points from f'+g'f+gf'P" tof. Thus
[f' : g']*[f: g]*[f' : g']-l=[f'+g'f+gf'p": g]=[f: g]. So [f: gJ
EZ(U,,(X, Xo, G».

Let X be a CW-compIex. It is easy to show that X is an H-space iff
there exists a continuous map f.t: XXX-X such that fL(xo, x) =p(x, xo) =x
for all xEX. A transformation group (X, G) is called a H-transformation
group if there exists a continuous map f.t: XXX-X such that fL(gxo, x) =
fLex, gxo) =gx for every gEG.

In fact, H-spaces are H-transformation groups with the trivial acting group.

THEOREM 2. 5. If (X, G) is an H-transformation group, then we have
G,,(X, xo, G) =u,,(X, Xo, G) for each nEN.
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Proof. Let (X, G) be an II-transformation group and j1. : XXX--.X is a
continuous map such that j1.(gxQ, x)=j1.(x, gXQ) =gx for every gEG.
For each n, let [f: gJ be any element of O"n(X, XQ, G).
Define H: XXCn--.X by

H(x, th [2, ... , [n)=j1.(x,f(th [2, ... , [n»
Then H is a homomorphism at XQ of order g with trace f. So [f: gJ E

Gn(X, XQ, G).
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